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Synopsis:	
Villy	er	på	rejse	i	rummet	med	sine	forældre,	da	en	meteorregn	pludselig	tvinger	ham	til	at	forlade	både	

familie	og	rumskib.	Hans	redningskapsel	lander	på	en	vild	og	uudforsket	planet.	Heldigvis	er	Villy	ikke	helt	

alene!	Med	sig	har	han	Buck	-	en	overlevelsesrobot	-	og	sammen	må	de	holde	stand	indtil	redningsfartøjet	

kommer	og	henter	dem.	

Villy	er	heldigvis	en	nysgerrig	dreng	man	ikke	sådan	slår	ud,	og	går	straks	i	gang	med	at	undersøge	planeten	

-	til	stor	frustration	for	Buck,	der	er	sat	i	verden	for	at	holde	Villy	ude	af	problemer.		

Villy	og	Buck	møder	også	rumvæsenet	Flash,	og	sammen	udforsker	de	den	farverige	planet,	dens	fauna,	

dens	flora	...	men	også	dens	farer.	

	
Billeder	og	plakat	på:	https://www.angelfilms.dk/villy	

	 
	



DIRECTOR'S STATEMENT
A spaceship caught in an asteroid field explodes. Two escape pods shoot out from the ship in opposite 

directions. The one carrying young Willy, separated from his parents by the accident, and Buck, his robot-
bodyguard, lands on an unknown planet. This is the starting point of a great adventure which is going to take 
place over a whole year, at the crossroads of science fiction, comedy and adventure films.

Through the exploration mission that Willy takes on on his own as soon as they land (and which represents 
an emotional link with his parents, who are space explorers as well), they set off in discovery of this planet. 
This exploration will give rise to many encounters, sometimes comical, sometimes dangerous. Sequences of 
discovery, action or comedy will thus follow one after the other all along the film in the style of a joyful chronicle, 
until the final epic resolution where the constraints of time, space and danger return to the fore.

The adventure of Willy will be peppered with events or "mini-quests", as emotional as they are physical or 
precarious. And when our heroes think they have finally "domesticated" the planet (symbolically represented by a 
creature resembling a giant beetle which Willy is going "tame"), nature will reassert its rightful place…

The action will drive the evolution of the characters, or will be dictated by it. The story will follow the development 
of the relationships between these same characters: tensions, arguments, then reconciliation between Willy and 
Buck; rejection of Flash, the extraterrestrial companion, by the robot, which will give rise to a secret friendship 
between the boy and the creature (like that between by Elliot and E.T. in Spielberg's movie).

Turning on these multiple emotional issues, "Terra Willy" becomes a coming-of-age tale, one of apprenticeship and 
even "redemption" through the intimate quest of our little hero's exploratory mission (Willy is partially responsible 
for his separation from his parents).

For all that, comedy will be highly present in "Terra Willy", facilitating audience self-recognition, through the many 
visual gags: the surprising customs of the planet's fauna, the adversities of our little hero… Comedy carried 
as well, once again, by the relationships between the characters, in particular Willy and Buck. From the highly 
methodical and military bodyguard, in opposition to Willy's convictions and aspirations, the robot is going to 
gradually become more and more human, even learning how to laugh, much like its counterpart in "Terminator 2". 
Flash (the extraterrestrial companion), with all his impulsiveness and gluttony, will likewise be an endless source 
of gags.

"Terra Willy" is an adventure film which takes place in the world of science fiction. As such, we discover in it 
futuristic props, robots and even spaceships. Their graphic treatment will recall the sci-fi of 70s and 80, with 
a "vintage" spirit. We'll privilege angular shapes for the spaceship, home to our hero in the opening of the film, 
as well as for the escape pod which shoots out of the exploding vessel, just like the spaceships in the first "Star 
Wars". Buck, the robot who accompanies our hero on the planet, will be partially inspired by "V.I.N.CENT", the 
robot in Disney's 1979 "The Black Hole". A common and sober colour code will be applied to all the elements of 
the day-to-day sci-fi world of our little hero: vessels, futuristic gadgets, etc., right down to Willy's space suit. Only 
our robot will depart from this rule, its flamboyant red marking the rupture, or the link, between the two universes 
(technological vs. wild and natural) in which Willy is to now live and grow.
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As already mentioned, the film begins as a "space opera", then takes on the classic theme of the castaway on a 
deserted island to become an adventure story, a "robinsonnade". Except here, the deserted island is an unexplored 
planet. The graphic artists thus have carte blanche to invent a whole, unknown world.

This planet is composed of two very different worlds: on the one hand, the desert where our heroes land, and, 
on the other, the immense forest in which they are going to take refuge. Each of these worlds will be graphically 
treated according to what it represents. An arid expanse, dotted with sharp rocks, the desert is an extremely 
dangerous zone and aggressive environment. The forest, on the contrary, is warm and lush, treated more in 
"roundness", and symbolises safety and gentleness, even if it too harbours its own lurking dangers.

The challenge for the graphic artists consists here in creating an original universe, but one that is sufficiently 
concrete and connected to the environments here on Earth so that the audience (especially youngsters), and our 
young hero with whom they identify, can relate to it. We must make this universe credible so that the events which 
take place there are believable, and so that we grow attached to our characters.

Over and beyond the vegetation and landscapes, the film will depict a wide variety of creatures, from the funniest 
to the most fearsome. Once again the contribution of the graphic artists will be preponderant, and their creations 
might even directly inspire gags and full-fledged sketches as they become an integral part of the story, thereby 
enriching it.

The film, being largely based on the concepts of discovery and apprenticeship, it is necessary, of course, that 
this totally imaginary environment be on a par with the "promise": this is undoubtedly the greatest challenge to be 
faced in terms of artistic direction.

And how can we set up such a totally new and original world? How can we animate immense stone monsters or 
ten-legged creatures?

By using digital technologies at every stage of the making of the film, from the storyboard right up to the 
finalisation of image and sound. The immensity of the forest, its flora, its incredible bestiary, the rendering of the 
furs, feathers and scales, atmospheric effects, special effects connected with extreme meteorological events… All 
this can be created thanks to computer-generated imaging and the production pipeline put in place and perfected 
over many long years at TAT Productions and TAT Studio.

But if animation using computer-generated images offers unlimited liberties for framing, lighting, visual effects 
and sequencing, "Terra Willy" will be made with a focus on "classicism": voluntarily contemplative, long sequence-
length shots will accompany our hero in his discovery of this brave new world, while more dynamic action 
sequences will not fail to emotionally involve the audience, while ostentatious camera movements will be avoided. 
Thus direction will be, when necessary, in the service of emotion.

Computer-generated images will enable us to depict a totally imaginary world as if filmed in natural settings: 
choice of lenses, pertinent camera movements, a variety of projectors, realistic rendering of the lighting… All the 
tools of live-action cinema will be at our disposal, allowing us to give free rein to our imaginations!
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"Terra Willy" will be made in relief, a technique which seems to us particularly well adapted and suitable for this 
project. Indeed, just as in "Avatar", we will discover an unknown planet in all its "depth"; and as in "Gravity", we will 
float in space and experience spectacular accidents… For our relief is intended to be "narrative", connected with 
the action and emotions of the characters.

From the very first shot of the film and its crossing through an asteroid field, stereoscopy will enable us to totally 
immerse ourselves in the story. When Willy's spaceship explodes, the debris will shoot out of the screen and 
virtually hit the audience, thus reinforcing the feeling of panic and danger. Depth of image will amplify the majesty 
of the sets during the discovery and voyage sequences on the planet.

Alternately entertaining, immersive or disturbing, we will make sure, of course, that our relief technique is never 
"uncomfortable", by dosing its usage and intensity all along the film.

It is our wish that this film recall the spirit of the great adventure comedies of our youth, like "The Goonies" or 
"Back to the Future", which had the feel of carefreeness and optimism, and were able to speak to a very wide range 
of audiences.

Cheerfulness will therefore prevail, for, far from being anguishing or oppressive, even if there are moments of 
tension and sadness, we imagine "Terra Willy" as a "Feel Good Movie" for kids (and their families), as we deeply 
believe in the audience's ability to be wonderstruck, no matter what their age!

"Terra Willy" represents for us a true artistic and narrative challenge, as well as our focus on creative renewal 
following our previous productions, and we hope that you will want to join our little hero and set off in discovery 
of this incredible planet with us.
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DIRECTOR'S BIOGRAPHY

E ric Tosti started making animation in 8 mm format at the age of 13. He co-directed his first stop motion short 
film in 1998 (Mon copain ?) with David Alaux. In 2000 they founded their own production company, TAT 

productions, with their third partner Jean-François Tosti. 

Eric Tosti, David Alaux and Jean-François Tosti started working in 3D animation in 2006. Then, they wrote, 
produced and directed the TV special Spike and started developing The Jungle Bunch licence. Season 3 of the 
TV series The Jungle Bunch to the Rescue is in production at the moment. Distributed worldwide, the series is a 
great success. 

The first feature film from TAT productions The Jungle Bunch movie, co-authored by Eric Tosti, David Alaux and 
Jean-François Tosti, garnered admission of 700 000 in France and was the 4th best-selling French film abroad for 
2017 (sold in more than 50 countries). 

Eric Tosti directs currently his first feature film Terra Willy, scheduled for release in 2019. 
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FILMOGRAPHYFILMOGRAPHIE DE LA SOCIÉTÉ

TAT PRODUCTIONS
SARL AU CAPITAL DE 300.000 € 
97, rue Riquet – Bât H – 31000 Toulouse – France
+33 5 61 62 42 20 / tatprod@tatprod.com
Producer : Jean-François Tosti

TAT productions is a production company specialized 
in animated TV programs and features films. TAT was 
founded in 2000 by three associates eager to bring to 
the screen, with an emphasis on writing, stories for all 
audiences. TV programs and features films are made in 
TAT studio, a wholly owned subsidiary of TAT productions 
created in 2012, which is a 3D animation studio. The 
studio employs 120 CGI artists. Its productions are aired 
in more than 200 territories. They are translated in more 
than 40 languages and more than 500.000 DVD are sales 
wordwilde.

Nominee for International Emmy® Kids Awards 2015
for The Jungle Bunch to the Rescue

Winner of International Emmy® Kids Award 2014
for The Jungle Bunch to the Rescue

Winner of Pulcinella Award for best children TV series
for The Jungle Bunch to the Rescue

Nominee for International Emmy® Kids Awards 2013
for Spike 2

Winner of Export Award 2013 TV France International
for The Jungle Bunch - Back to the Ice Floe

Nominee for International Emmy® Kids Awards 2012
for The Jungle Bunch - Back to the Ice Floe

Winner of Kidscreen Award 2013
for The Jungle Bunch - Back to the Ice Floe

Winner of Best French Producer Procirep 2012
in the TV Animation category

PROJECTS IN DEVELOPMENT
YOUNG THIEF PIL - in french theaters in 2021
Feature film, 3D animation
Script and Direction : Julien Fournet

PROJECTS IN DEVELOPMENT (next part)

ARGONAUTS - in theaters in 2022
Animated movie, 3D animation
Script : David Alaux, Eric Tosti, Jean-François Tosti
Film Director : David Alaux, with the participation of Eric Tosti
and Jean-François Tosti

THE JUNGLE BUNCH 2 - in theaters in 2023
Animated movie, 3D animation
Script : David Alaux, Eric Tosti, Jean-François Tosti
Film Director : TBD

PROJECTS IN PRODUCTION 
TERRA WILLY - in theaters in 2019, april 03th
Animated movie, 3D animation
Script : David Alaux, Eric Tosti, Jean-François Tosti
Film Director : Eric Tosti, with the participation of David Alaux
and Jean-François Tosti
Distribution : BAC Films Distribution

THE JUNGLE BUNCH to the RESCUE - Season 3
Animated TV series, full 3D
2018-2020, France, HD, 52 x 11’

PRODUCED PROGRAMS

THE JUNGLE BUNCH - Now playing
Animated movie, 3D animation
2017, France, HD, 97’
Script : David Alaux, Eric Tosti, Jean-François Tosti
Film Director : David Alaux, with the participation of Eric Tosti
and Jean-François Tosti
Distribution : SND

THE JUNGLE BUNCH to the RESCUE - Season 1 & 2
Animated TV series, full 3D
2013 - 2015, France, HD, 104 x 11’
With the participation of France Télévisions
Bible : David Alaux, Eric Tosti, Jean-François Tosti
Script : David Alaux, Eric Tosti, Jean-François Tosti, Julien Fournet
Film directors : David Alaux, Eric Tosti, Julien Fournet
First TV broadcast in Decembre 2013 (France)

Funny bird : THE JUNGLE BUNCH invites THE OWL
Animated TV special, full 3D
2014, France, HD, 13’
Bible of The Jungle Bunch : David Alaux, Eric Tosti, Jean-François Tosti
Bible of The Owl & Co : Alexandre So, Antoine Rodelet, Josselin Charier
Script : David Alaux, Eric Tosti, Jean-François Tosti
Film directors : David Alaux, Eric Tosti

SPIKE 2
Animated TV special, full 3D
2012, France, HD, 35’
Script : David Alaux, Eric Tosti, Jean-François Tosti
Film directors : David Alaux, Eric Tosti
First TV broadcast in Decembre 2012 (France)

THE JUNGLE BUNCH (Back to the Ice Floe / News Beat)
Animated TV special and Animated TV series, full 3D
2011, France, HD, 55’ and 26 x 1’30”
Script : David Alaux, Eric Tosti, Jean-François Tosti
Film directors : David Alaux, Eric Tosti
First TV broadcast in December 2011 (France)

SPIKE and THE WORLD OF SANTA CLAUS
Animated TV special and Animated TV series, full 3D
2008, France, HD, 35’ and 24 x 1’
Script : David Alaux, Eric Tosti, Jean-François Tosti
Film directors : David Alaux, Eric Tosti
First TV broadcast in December 2008 (France)
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